Dear friends and colleagues,

We are pleased to share with you our fifth issue of the HOPESS-LEB periodic e-newsletter which will allow you to discover stories and articles by our students, team and partners and stay informed on our latest activities. Stay tuned...

The HOPESS-LEB team

FOREWORD BY THE HOPESS-LEB TEAM

More than a year has passed since we first published an issue of the HOPESS-LEB regular e-newsletter. The least we can say to describe this past period is dynamic, productive and fruitful despite the manifold struggles and challenges of coping with the economic situation and multiple crises in Lebanon. Our collaboration with you all allowed us to embrace innovation.

READ MORE

About HOPESS-LEB

OUR LATEST NEWS

Stay informed on our latest news and activities

DISCOVER MORE

A CLOSER LOOK AT THE EU SUPPORT TO HIGHER EDUCATION

Interview with Ms. Oria Celisoug of the Delegation of the European Union to Lebanon

READ MORE

VOICES OF HOPESS

ENHANCING STUDY AND EMPLOYABILITY PROSPECTS

HOPES-LEB scholarship programme for short courses in partnership with local and international institutions

READ MORE

WHERE THEY ARE NOW?

Portraits and interviews with HOPESS and HOPESS-LEB alumni

READ MORE

The EU Regional Trust Fund in Response to the Syrian Crisis, the EU MADAD Fund

The EU MADAD Fund was established in 2016 in order to allow for a coordinated response to the Syrian crisis and its consequences. It triggered substantial and unprecedented support to the Lebanese education system with the explicit support of the Lebanese authorities, and provided support to educational institutions and organizations operating in the sphere of education, health, social protection and water management.
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THE EU REGIONAL NETWORK OF ALUMNI AND YOUNG PROFESSIONALS

HIGHER EDUCATION IN TIMES OF COLLAPSE

STUDY OPPORTUNITIES
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